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Executive Summary
1. The Okeanos Explorer received a Kongsberg EM304 multibeam echosounder topside upgrade over the 2019-20 winter 

maintenance period.  No changes were made to the TX or RX arrays (installed in 2007 and 2018, respectively) or the 
Applanix POS MV positioning and attitude system.

2. Sea acceptance testing (SAT) was conducted during EX2000 (March 3-8, 2020) with Kongsberg, NOAA, and OMAO 
personnel on board to complete the following procedures:
1. Review EM304 and POS MV system geometry
2. Configure the EM304 with the most recent pre-upgrade, post-calibration EM302 installation parameters
3. Complete POS MV GAMS calibrations to verify antenna baseline
4. Calibrate the EM304 for residual angular offsets attributable to the motion sensor installation angles
5. Assess EM304 accuracy in several modes at 1000 m and 3000 m reference sites
6. Evaluate swath coverage achieved by the system over a wide range of depths
7. Examine RX noise levels perceived by the EM304 over a wide range of speeds
8. Assess pre-calibration backscatter data quality
9. Troubleshoot EM304 performance and software functionality with Kongsberg engineering support

3. The calibration was completed at a site used previously (EX1802, EX1902) and indicated zero necessary adjustments, 
suggesting no appreciable changes to the TX and RX array, IMU, or GNSS antenna geometry since EX1902; these results 
generally confirm successful integration of the EM304 topside unit.

4. Proxies for sounding density were compared using 2019 (EM302) and 2020 (EM304) speed-adjusted total sounding counts 
at the roll calibration site.  Under comparable parameters, the EM304 reported ~63% more soundings over the same area.
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Executive Summary
5. Swath coverage achieved during EX2000 generally met expectations, in light of the elevated sea state and the reduction in 

maximum swath angles from 75°/75° with the EM302 to 70°/70° with the EM304.  Additional testing is planned for EX2001.

6. Noise levels perceived by the EM304 receiver over a range of speeds showed significantly lower levels than previous tests 
at speeds of 0-7 kts.  While noise levels increase as expected from 8-10 kts (based on previous testing), the results confirm 
no significant changes in vessel-borne machinery and flow noise following the winter maintenance period.  Furthermore, 
the results suggest a drastic improvement in EM304 receiver noise levels compared to the EM302 hardware.

7. The following items relating to EM304 swath accuracy performance were evaluated using QPS software and are 
currently under investigation with Kongsberg and QPS at the time of writing.  These items and examples remain in the 
report as a record of the EM304 SAT observations at sea (as processed through the conventional, established workflow 
on board).  Results should be considered preliminary as recent tests by Kongsberg in Norway suggest some complications 
may stem from processing software with evolving data formats rather than from the EM304 directly.  EX2001 will 
provide an opportunity for additional testing with future software releases to continue with this line of troubleshooting.

8. EM304 accuracy was tested in Deep (CW) and Deeper (CW/FM) modes at the 1000 m site as well as Very Deep (FM) mode 
at the 3000 m site; testing of Deeper (CW/FM) mode at the 3000 m site was cancelled due to deteriorating sea state.  The 
QPS Qimera Cross Check Tool was used to evaluate these data, which showed nearly zero bias in mean depth across the 
swath in all modes.  In Qimera, soundings in the outermost FM transmit sectors showed significant differences from 
neighboring soundings associated with inner (predominantly CW) sectors.  These differences varied within pings (e.g., one 
outer sector with a shoal bias and the opposite outer sector with a deep bias) and varied from ping to ping (e.g., changing 
directions over time).  This behavior differs from the wider distribution of FM sector soundings observed in other systems 
and in previous EX accuracy data.  Investigations at sea with Kongsberg engineering support were inconclusive. This will 
require additional attention from Kongsberg and QPS to achieve outer swath performance similar on par with the EM302. 
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Executive Summary
9. Compared to previous experience with the EM302, the EM304 seems to report a much higher occurrence of outlier 

soundings on the outermost beams.  This was especially apparent in deeper water where FM outer sectors are used, 
suggesting a possible link to the FM sector behavior mentioned above and detailed in this report.  This issue was managed 
during EX2000 by manually reducing swath angles by several degrees.  For routine mapping, the EM304 is expected to 
automatically adjust swath angles based on sounding quality and exclude outlier soundings as effectively as the EM302.

10. A rudimentary assessment of backscatter data quality was performed using the 1000 m reference surface survey lines 
collected in Deep (CW) mode.  The data indicated fairly consistent amplitudes across the swath and generally matched 
expectations for the flat, benign seafloor at this site, suggesting no significant hardware issues in this mode.  Backscatter
calibration/normalization data collection is planned for all modes during EX2001.

11. A test survey was completed over a known shipwreck (172 m hull length) in ~2300 m of water in the vicinity of the deep roll 
verification site.  Review of the raw bathymetry and backscatter data do not indicate the presence of the shipwreck.  This 
site was previously surveyed with the EM302 and produced the same result.  The result does not indicate any deficiency of 
the EM304, but rather that this feature is too small for detection in deep water with such a surface vessel-mounted 
multibeam echosounder.

12. A number of SIS v5 functionality and data distribution challenges were identified during EX2000.  These are included as 
action items in this report and will require follow-up during future missions to support established workflows on board.  
Some modifications may be required in the short-term, such as running Sound Speed Manager on the SIS machine to work 
around current data distribution limitations.
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Executive Summary
13. Kongsberg engineering support was invaluable during the EX2000 EM304 SAT, and their collaboration with ship personnel 

to troubleshoot underway is greatly appreciated.  The EM304 passed the Kongsberg SAT procedure and is functionally 
ready for operation in the 2020 field season, though the system at present requires manual monitoring of the swath angles 
and increased processing effort to address outer sector biases and outliers.  It will be critical for NOAA, OMAO, Kongsberg, 
and QPS engineers to evaluate additional test data, remediate the outer swath behaviors observed during EX2000, and 
provide timely software or hardware updates to meet or exceed EM302 performance.

14. Looking forward over the service life of this EM304 mapping system, a planned TX array upgrade in 2020-21 will likely 
improve swath performance in deeper water and maximize the utility of the new EM304 topside unit and RX array.  The dry 
dock period will provide a unique opportunity to have a comprehensive, high-quality vessel and sensor offset survey 
completed.  This should be reported in the existing reference frame with Kongsberg/Applanix axis and sign conventions, 
setting the stage for correct implementation for these systems and another 10+ years of high-quality multibeam data.  
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Onboard Personnel
Name Role Affiliation

Shannon Hoy Expedition Coordinator NOAA

Charlie Wilkins Senior Survey Technician NOAA

Kevin Jerram Mapping Watch Leader UCAR

Chuck Hohing Engineering Kongsberg

Knut Terje Ulvund Engineering Kongsberg

Zach Barton Field Support AOML

Mike Peperato Chief Elec. Technician NOAA

Hank Malcolm OMAO Representative OMAO

Andy O’Brien Data/Network Team GFOE

Mike Durbin Data/Network Team GFOE

Jim Meyers Data/Network Team GFOE

Chris Wright Data/Network Team GFOE

image credit: NOAA
Only onboard science party members involved with EM304 SAT are listed; the crew and other 
shore-based science team members played critical roles in EX2000 6



Introduction
NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer undertook Sea Acceptance 
Testing (SAT) of a new EM304 multibeam echosounder 
topside upgrade during 3-8 March, 2020 (EX2000)

Data were collected in the Gulf of Mexico between 
Pascagoula, MS and Key West, FL

This report presents:

1. an overview of the data collected, processing methods 
applied, and results illustrating initial EM304 performance

2. an overview of major (documented) changes to the 
configuration from the initial installation through EX2000

3. a list of priority items for Kongsberg to address regarding 
software and data quality challenges observed during 
EX2000; this report is referenced in the signed EM304 
SAT acceptance document
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Onboard Activities
The primary SAT activities included:

1. EM304 and POS MV configuration

2. EM304 dockside BISTs (incl. TX channels)

3. POS MV GAMS calibration

4. Geometric calibration (‘patch test’)

5. Deep roll verification and shipwreck target search

6. 1000 m accuracy testing (Deep CW, Deeper CW/FM)

7. RX noise vs. speed testing

8. 3000 m accuracy testing (Very Deep FM)

9. Swath extinction data collection during transits

10. Training and troubleshooting with Kongsberg support

11. Integration testing with K-Sync and Sound Speed Manager

Not all onboard activities are reported in this document; at left, an 
overview of EX2000 EM304 data collected in QPS Qimera (gaps 
correspond to EM304 work requiring the system to be secured)
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Onboard Activities
Date Activity

2020-03-01 (Sunday) (travel) Arrive Pascagoula, board Okeanos Explorer

SAT final planning

2020-03-02 (Monday) (dockside) EM304 configuration review

EM304 preliminary BIST testing, SIS v5 familiarization

POS MV configuration review

2020-03-03 (Tuesday) Depart Pascagoula, safety meeting, and ship compass calibration

EM304 troubleshooting with Kongsberg and ET support

POS MV GAMS calibration

Transit to EM304 calibration site; swath coverage testing

EM304 calibration (‘patch test’)
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Date Activity

2020-03-04 (Wednesday) Deep roll verification / shipwreck target survey

Survey 1000 m accuracy crosslines

2020-03-05 (Thursday) Survey 1000 m accuracy reference surface

RX noise versus speed testing

Swath coverage testing during transit to 3000 m accuracy site

Survey 3000 m accuracy crosslines

2020-03-06 (Friday) Survey 3000 m accuracy reference surface

Troubleshooting and swath coverage testing during transit to Key West

2019-03-07 (Saturday) FM sector testing and swath coverage testing during transit to Key West

2019-03-08 (Sunday) Arrive Key West

Onboard Activities
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Survey System Components
The primary mapping system components are:
1. Kongsberg Maritime EM304 multibeam 

echosounder (26-34 kHz, 0.5° TX x 1.0° RX)
1. TX 1 s/n 117, TX 2 s/n 119, RX s/n 112, PU s/n 10016

2. Kongsberg Maritime Seafloor Information System
1. SIS v5.4.0.310 (with patches)

3. Applanix POS MV-320 V5 navigation system
1. Receiver s/n 5505C03528

4. Reson surface sound speed sensor (primary source 
for EM304)

5. Flow-through thermosalinograph (TSG) for surface 
sound speed (secondary source for EM304)

6. AOML Autolauncher XBT profiling system
7. Sippican manual XBT profiling system

8. Seabird SBE 9plus CTD profiling systems
1. 2X shipboard (rotating annually between field seasons)
2. 2X ROV-mounted (1 each on Deep Discoverer and Seirios)

Granite Block (looking STBD)

EM304 RX Unit (above)
EM304 TX Units (right)

POS MV IMU (protected by 
steel cover bolted to deck)
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EM 304 General Specs

12

Measurements Bathymetry / seabed image / watercolumn backscatter

Frequency 30 kHz (26.5 to 34.5 kHz)

Depth 10 to 8000 m

Tx Beams Multi-sectors (max. 8 sectors per swath) / dual swath enabled

Rx Beams 512 (800 soundings per swath in High Density Mode)

Beam Widths 0.5° TX / 1.0° RX

Signal Shapes CW / FM

Transmit Modes Shallow :                    10 - 250 m     4 Tx sectors per swath
Medium :                 250 - 750 m     4 Tx sectors per swath
Deep :                 750 - 1000 m     8 Tx sectors per swath
Deeper :               1000 - 3300 m     8 Tx sectors per swath
Very deep :          3300 - 5000 m     6 Tx sectors per swath
Extra deep :         5000 - 7000 m     4 Tx sectors per swath
Extreme deep :   > 7000 m              2 Tx sectors per swath

*format and applicable information from: Ifremer
https://www.ifremer.fr/madida/documents/analyses/Thalassa-em304-sept2018__v1.pdf

https://www.ifremer.fr/madida/documents/analyses/Thalassa-em304-sept2018__v1.pdf


EM 304 vs EM 302
Primary Differences between the EM 302 and the EM 304 (not an exhaustive list)

1. New data format .all > .KMALL, .wcd > .KMWCD (~ double the size)
2. Acquisition with all new SIS5 and/or standalone K-Controller
3. Addition of Processing Unit (HWS <-> PU <-> EM304 Topside Unit)
4. Quieter electronic noise due to new hardware design
5. High Density Mode:  up to 1600 soundings per ping cycle (800 per swath, dual swath)

1. Acrosstrack sounding density increased (up to 800 soundings per swath vs. 432 with EM302)
2. Alongtrack sounding density comparable to EM302 (depends on swath mode, angles, speed)

6. EM304 Ping Modes (Corresponding EM302 Ping Modes in Red)
• Shallow (Shallow, CW)
• Medium (Medium, CW)
• Deep (Deep, CW)
• Deeper (Deep’, CW/FM)
• Very Deep (Very Deep, FM)
• Extra Deep (Extra Deep 1, FM)
• Extreme Deep (Extra Deep 2, FM)
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History
The term ‘system geometry’ means the linear and angular offsets of the primary components of the multibeam mapping 
systems, including the transmit arrays (TX), receive arrays (RX), GNSS antennas, and motion sensors (MRU/IMU).  The 
following table provides an overview of major (documented) events in the history of system geometry.

Date Location Event References

2007-07 Seattle , WA
WESTLAKE survey to establish vessel reference frame and offsets of EM302 arrays, POS
MV IMU, and GNSS antennas; offsets reported in ship-aligned coordinate system with 
origin at the granite block and translated into Kongsberg and Applanix conventions

WESTLAKE survey report 
(July 12, 2007)

2015-01

NGS survey of new GNSS antenna positions on Jan 2 2015; report includes offsets from 
granite block (Table 1) and IMU (Table 1); Table 1 offsets from granite block (origin of 
EM302/304 reference frame) to port antenna were configured in the POS MV primary 
GNSS lever arm

NGS POS MV Antennas 
Survey Report (Jan 2, 2015)

2018-09 Norfolk, VA API survey following RX array replacement; offsets reported in reference frame identical 
to WESTLAKE report; see EX1810 RX array SAT report for details

API survey report 
screenshots (Sept 2, 2018)

2018-10 Quonset, RI Sea Acceptance Testing for EM302 RX array; POS MV GAMS calibration, EM302 
calibration, RX noise testing, and swath coverage testing

EX1810 EM302 RX Array 
SAT report

2019-05
Pascagoula,
MS to Key 
West, FL

Quality assurance testing; POS MV GAMS calibration, EM302 calibration, RX noise 
testing, and swath coverage testing

EX1902 EM302 Acoustic
Systems Shakedown report

2020-03
Pascagoula,
MS to Key 
West, FL

Sea Acceptance Testing for EM304 topside upgrade; calibration, RX noise, swath 
coverage, and swath accuracy testing; troubleshooting with Kongsberg support

EX2000 EM304 SAT report 
(this document)

System Geometry Review
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System Geometry Review Overview: EM304 and POS MV
1. The EM302 RX array was replaced in 2018 (with a new vessel offset survey) and the EM302 TRU was upgraded 

to an EM304 in 2020; the original EM302 TX array installed in 2007 remains in service
2. See the EX1810 EM302 Sea Acceptance Test (SAT) report and EX1902 Acoustic Systems Shakedown report 

for details of the most recent vessel survey and system configurations prior to EX2000

3. The TX and RX arrays, POS MV IMU, and GNSS antennas are not known to have been removed, reinstalled, or 
otherwise modified since completion of the EX1810 SAT and EX1902 shakedown

4. The EM304 was configured prior to EX2000 SAT data collection using all post-EX1902 offsets, including EX1902 
calibration results for Attitude 1
1. The first version of the EX1902 report appendix included an EM302 SIS screenshot with pre-calibration Attitude 1 offsets.  The 

calibration section in the report included the correct results, which were used for pre-EX2000 EM304 configuration.

5. Review of the POS MV configuration showed a few small changes to the communication settings since 
EX1902; these are listed here, although they do not impact system geometry:
1. POS MV COM3 (9600 baud) output is the position feed to the EM304 and now also includes PASHR attitude strings; previously, 

COM4 (38400 baud) was the position feed to the EM302
2. POS MV COM5 update rate was reduced from 2 Hz to 1 Hz
3. Heave filter bandwidth was reduced from 14 s to 8 s 

6. The appendices of this report includes post-EX2000 EM304 SAT system configurations to be used for the 2020 
field season (or until any sensors are modified)
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EM304 Configuration Lever Arms and Angles
1. The granite block remains the origin for all sensor reference frames
2. At the start of EX2000, the EM304 Installation Parameters were configured using post-EX1902 offsets

3. As the POS MV IMU and GNSS antennas were not modified, the Attitude 1 (POS MV IMU) angular offsets in 
SIS were set to the most recent (EX1902) calibration results

4. Attitude 2 (attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction) installation angles were set to zero; it is not 
expected that these angles have any impact on calibration results (see FM sector testing section) 

PRE-CALIBRATION
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POS MV Configuration Lever Arms and Angles
1. No changes were made to the POS MV lever arms or installation angles prior to the EX2000 calibration
2. A GAMS calibration was performed prior to EM304 calibration; results confirmed the existing post-EX1902 

antenna baseline (see note on next slide)

3. EM304 heading calibration subset results centered around 0.00°, further supporting the POS MV 
configuration and GAMS calibration result
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POS MV GAMS Calibration Results: Configuration in POSView
1. Three GAMS calibrations were conducted on 3 March 2020 prior 

to EM302 calibration
2. Antenna baseline results from each test varied several cm in the 

alongtrack direction, possibly due to from differences in ship 
speed during the final calibration step in each GAMS test iteration

3. The average antenna baseline results fell within reasonable 
tolerances of the pre-EX2000 antenna baseline vector, which was 
re-entered in POSView

4. POS MV antenna locations are not known to have changed since 
the 2015 NGS survey and the post-GAMS EM304 heading 
calibration adjustment was 0.00°, increasing confidence in 
maintaining the existing antenna baseline from the primary (port) 
to the secondary (starboard) antenna; this baseline has not been 
changed in POSView since EX1810

5. It was found after EX2000 that the GAMS baseline Z sign is flipped  
from the 2015 NGS survey; this discrepancy of 2.6 cm in the Z 
direction is not expected to have a significant impact on heading, 
but the Z component will be updated to -0.013 m prior to the 
next GAMS calibration 18



EM304 Calibration Site Selection and Data Collection
1. The EX2000 calibration site on Pascagoula Dome 

was successfully used during EX1801 and EX1902
2. This site was originally selected based on availability 

of seafloor features with suitable slopes and 
bathymetric relief within acceptable transit 
distances from port

3. Calibration lines were run at 6 kts in the order of:
1. Pitch (AB and BA)
2. Roll (CD and DC)
3. Heading (EF and GH)

4. No verification lines were planned, due to time 
constraints; roll verification was conducted later in 
depths of ~2300 m in conjunction with a test 
shipwreck survey

5. The line plan was developed to follow the necessary 
order of calibration steps within the time allotted

Waypoint Decimal Degrees Degrees Decimal Minutes
Lat. Lon. Lat. Deg. Lat. Min. Lon. Deg. Lon. Min.

Ca
lib

ra
tio

n

A 29.027798 -88.028958 29 1.67 -88 1.74
B 28.955602 -88.028243 28 57.34 -88 1.69
C 29.032900 -87.953957 29 1.97 -87 57.24
D 28.961899 -87.939049 28 57.71 -87 56.34
E 29.027711 -88.040252 29 1.66 -88 2.42
F 28.955515 -88.039530 28 57.33 -88 2.37
G 29.027884 -88.017663 29 1.67 -88 1.06
H 28.955688 -88.016956 28 57.34 -88 1.02 19



EM304 Calibration Site Selection and Data Collection
6. While it is acknowledged that the area includes 

relief that is not ‘ideal’ for roll calibration, this site 
had been used successfully in 2018-19 and the roll 
results in 2020 were readily identified with the 
same level of confidence as the pitch and heading

7. Roll verification was later conducted in deeper 
water, confirming the initial roll calibration

8. XBTs were conducted prior to the first pitch line and 
first roll line; all sound speed profiles were 
processed in Sound Speed Manager using World 
Ocean Atlas 2013 salinity data, applied in SIS during 
data collection, and applied on a ‘nearest in time’ 
basis in post-processing

9. Complications in SIS interrupted data logging over 
non-critical portions of the pitch and deep roll lines; 
these file breaks did not affect results

10.The Pascagoula Dome is a highly active methane 
seep site; multiple seeps were detected in the 
EM304 water column data during calibration

Waypoint Decimal Degrees Degrees Decimal Minutes
Lat. Lon. Lat. Deg. Lat. Min. Lon. Deg. Lon. Min.

Ca
lib

ra
tio

n

A 29.027798 -88.028958 29 1.67 -88 1.74
B 28.955602 -88.028243 28 57.34 -88 1.69
C 29.032900 -87.953957 29 1.97 -87 57.24
D 28.961899 -87.939049 28 57.71 -87 56.34
E 29.027711 -88.040252 29 1.66 -88 2.42
F 28.955515 -88.039530 28 57.33 -88 2.37
G 29.027884 -88.017663 29 1.67 -88 1.06
H 28.955688 -88.016956 28 57.34 -88 1.02 20



EM304 Calibration Pre-Calibration Configuration
1. SIS Installation Parameters were set to the most 

recent (post-EX1902) configuration prior to the 
EX2000 calibration

2. Calibration data were examined with the patch test 
tool in QPS Qimera v2.1.1 in between tests in order 
to apply any results in SIS prior to each subsequent 
test; additional testing with the SIS calibration tool 
is planned to confirm Qimera and SIS agreement

3. Results of each test indicated zero adjustment to 
the existing configuration; accordingly, no changes 
were made in SIS for the Attitude 1 installation

4. No positioning latency test was performed, as this 
test is inconclusive in deep water; no attitude 
latencies were readily apparent in the bathymetry, 
though there are intermittent upward trends in PU-
POS and PU-ZDA timing discrepancies and biases in 
the outermost FM sectors that require additional 
investigation (see later sections)

PRE-CALIBRATION
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EM304 Calibration

Pitch calibration lines shown at left 
in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Patch 
Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: -0.42 °
2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00 °
3. Final pitch offset: -0.42° in SIS

Results: Pitch
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EM304 Calibration

Roll calibration lines shown at left in 
the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Patch Test 
Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: -0.11°
2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°
3. Verification adjustment: ±0.01°

4. Final roll offset: -0.11° in SIS

Results: Roll
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EM304 Calibration

Roll verification lines shown at left 
in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Patch 
Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: -0.11°
2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°
3. Verification adjustment: ±0.01°

4. Final roll offset: -0.11° in SIS

Top: some small subsets at the deep roll 
verification (3200 m) indicated +0.01°

Bottom: examining crossline data at the 1000 
m accuracy site (in Auto Solve mode to 
minimize RMS error) indicated -0.01°

The mean of all roll tests indicate zero 
adjustment necessary

Results: Roll
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EM304 Calibration

Heading calibration lines shown at 
left in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) 
Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: 0.00°
2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°
3. Final hdg. offset: 0.00° in SIS

Results: Heading
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EM304 Calibration Results: Configuration in SIS
1. The zero adjustments for pitch and roll are excellent 

results for a post-dry-dock calibration and indicate 
no significant changes since EX1902

2. The zero heading adjustment indicates no significant 
changes in heading feed and confirms suitable 
GAMS parameters

3. The Installation Parameters: Attitude 1 shown at left 
should be maintained until any modification is made 
to the POS MV or EM304 arrays, or another 
calibration becomes necessary for other reasons

POST-CALIBRATION
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EM304 Sounding Density

The roll calibration site was surveyed using comparable 
parameters with the EM302 in 2019 and EM304 in 2020, 
providing a useful region for comparison of sounding density
Due to differences in speed between the two years, a direct 
comparison of sounding density within each grid cell is not 
applicable; however, because the total area surveyed is nearly 
identical (79,418 and 79,429 25-m grid cells in 2019 and 2020, 
respectively), the speed-adjusted total sounding count over the 
uniform survey area serves as a proxy for sounding density
Total soundings and average speeds at the site were 590,707 at  
6.8 kts in 2019 and 1,133,665 at 5.8 kts in 2020
Normalizing for speed, the EM304 sounding count expected at 
the higher 2019 speed would have been reduced to ~1.134x106

x (5.8 kt/6.8 kt) = 967,000
This suggests a ~63% increase in EM304 sounding count over 
the EM302 at comparable speeds at this survey area, holding all 
other parameters constant; for comparison, the maximum 
increase in sounding count, holding all other parameters 
constant, would be (800-432)/432 = 85% with full realization of 
the maximum soundings per swath for each system

Roll Calibration Site Comparison
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590,707 soundings
6.8 kts average speed

EM304 (EX2000)
1,133,665 soundings
5.8 kts average speed



EM304 Swath Coverage Data Collection: Overview
During transits throughout EX2000, the EM304 
was run in automatic ping mode with swath angle 
limits of ±70° in order to let the system select its 
preferred modes and attempt to maximize swath 
coverage over depths of 50-3300 m
Note that the EM302 runtime parameters allowed 
swath angles of ±75° but the system did not 
achieve RX beam angles beyond ±70°; thus, there 
should be no net impact in effective coverage 

Calibration and accuracy testing require various 
swath angle reductions; these data have been 
omitted from the swath coverage analysis
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EM304 Swath Coverage Data Collection: Overview
The outermost port and starboard valid soundings 
for all pings were plotted using MAC/NOAA tools 
to evaluate trends in the achieved swath width 
versus depth
This coverage curve is useful for survey line 
planning as well as providing an early indication of 
performance degradation; among other vessels, 
reductions in coverage have indicated increased 
vessel noise levels or other hardware issues, such 
as reduced transmission strength

Note that transits were conducted at 9-10 kts
rather than a typical survey speed of 8-9 kts; the 
speed (see the RX Noise BIST section), increasing 
sea state during the transit to Key West, and 
oblique transit up the continental slope may 
negatively (or unevenly) impact swath coverage
Additional coverage testing is planned for EX2001
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: 50-3300 m

EX2000 extinction data show generally 
symmetric coverage and suggest no 
systemic coverage limitations from vessel 
noise or hardware
The EM304 generally achieved full coverage 
down to 500 m depth; the system then 
reported 4-5X WD coverage down to 1500 
m before beginning to show rapid ‘roll-off’ 
due to acoustic attenuation at longer range
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: 50-3300 m

Throughout EX2000, the outermost beams 
reported deep outliers much more 
frequently than observed with the EM302 
(Kongsberg is aware and investigating)
These outliers are observed in the plot as 
soundings following straight trends along 
the ~4.8 X WD limits between depths of 
1000-2500 m and do not represent the 
performance in this depth range

Likewise, outlier soundings deeper than 
3300 m have been filtered for these plots
Deteriorating sea state throughout EX2000 
may have negatively impacted swath 
coverage depicted in these plots; additional 
testing over a wider range of depths is 
planned for EX2001
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: 50-3300 m

Throughout EX2000, the EM304 generally 
switched depth modes as expected to 
maximize swath width when in Auto mode
One instance was observed of a delayed 
transition in Auto mode from Very Deep to 
Deeper while transiting up the Florida 
Escarpment, with the EM304 switching to 
Deeper mode at ~1800 m only after re-
clicking ‘Auto’ depth mode in SIS; this 
transition behavior was expected to occur 
at depths closer to 3000 m and should be 
monitored during EX2001

Swath coverage in Very Deep mode is not 
well represented because EX2000 covered 
little terrain deeper than 2000 m (and none 
beyond 3300 m); ping rates are significantly 
reduced at these ranges, further limiting 
data availability
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Comparison to 2018-19

EX2000 data (colored by depth) are plotted 
over EX1902 and EX1810 data (gray)
The EM304 generally achieved similar 
coverage as the EM302 down to depths of 
3300 m (the maximum in EX1902 and 
EX2000); this is just beyond the transition 
from EM302 Deep 2 / EM304 Deeper 
(CW/FM mixed) to Very Deep (FM only)

Reductions in coverage in depths of 700-
1200 m illustrate potential differences due 
to sea state, as the EM304 maximum 
runtime parameter angles of 70°/70°
correspond to the 5.5X WD limit observed 
in the outermost EX1902 and EX1810 
EM302 data in this depth range
Other comparisons of EM302 coverage 
from 2017-19 are presented in the EX1810 
EM302 RX array SAT report and EX1902 
Acoustic Systems Shakedown report33



EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Comparison to R/V Falkor

EX2000 extinction data (colored by depth) 
are plotted over R/V Falkor EM302 data 
(gray) collected in 2015 and 2019 off Hawaii
Despite low data density in depths of 500-
3000 m in the R/V Falkor data (due to steep 
slopes off Hawaii), the comparison shows 
general agreement in typical coverage 
between the two systems
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM304 Noise Level vs. Speed
Major limitations of multibeam performance can stem from 
elevated noise levels due to hull design, engines and other 
machinery, sea state, biofouling, electrical interference, etc.
To characterize the vessel’s noise environment as perceived by the 
EM304, a series of ‘continuous’ RX Noise Level Built-In Self-Tests 
(BISTs) were recorded while slowly accelerating from 0-150 RPM 
over nearly 10 minutes (corresponding to ~1-10.5 kts SOG, as 
recorded in the BISTs) 

The plot at left shows EM304 RX Noise Level versus speed in 
relatively calm seas (2-4 ft swell, winds 10-15 kts)
The vertical stripes are likely caused by swell impacting the hull 
during the RX noise test cycle; these illustrate the broadband noise 
perceived in elevated sea state but do not represent typical 
machinery or flow noise
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM304 Noise Level vs. Speed
The results show very small changes in noise levels with speeds up 
to 7 kts, indicating acceptably low flow and machinery noise at 
these speeds; the noise levels begin to increase appreciably at 
speeds >8 kts, especially on the edges and center of the array
The following slide includes RX noise data from other pre- and post-
shipyard tests (EX1705, EX1706, EX1810, EX1902) for comparison

Most importantly for the SAT, EX2000 BIST data with the new 
EM304 receiver indicate a significant reduction in the overall noise 
levels across all speeds and confirm no degradation (or, in fact, an 
improvement) in noise levels as perceived by the multibeam system 
since EX1902
Additionally, the new EM304 receiver eliminates most of the 
consistently high noise levels for specific EM302 modules seen as 
horizontal striping across all tests (with the original and 
replacement RX arrays) in 2017-2019
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM302/304 Noise Level vs. Speed
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM302 Noise Level vs. Speed
EX1705

(pre-shipyard,
heavy biofouling)

EX1706
(post-shipyard,

after hull cleaning)

EX1810
(post-shipyard,
new RX array)

EX1902
(post-shipyard,

after hull cleaning)
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TX Channels BIST Assessment BIST Results: EX2000
Kongsberg performed a full impedance test of the TX array 
elements during the winter maintenance period (see 2020 
EM302 Okeanos Explorer Cypher measurement report)
The report concluded that the array health has degraded 
with age (currently 13 years old, beyond the design life of 
~10 years) and will continue to decline, warranting 
replacement in the next few years at most

In between Cypher measurements, the TX element 
impedance can be checked through TX Channels BISTs; 
while these BISTs provide a useful proxy for array 
impedance, they do not include admittance data and are 
not a replacement for direct Cypher measurements
TX Channels BIST data collected dockside in Pascagoula on 
March 02, 2020 are shown at right; historic TX Channels 
BIST data from 2016 and 2019 are presented on the next 
slide for comparison
Note that there was ambiguity in previous BISTs regarding 
units, and this carried over into earlier plots; SIS v5 BISTs 
specify ohms as the unit of impedance 39



TX Channels BIST Assessment BIST Results: 2016-2020

40

A significant difference between EM302 (left, center) and EM304 (right) TX Channels BIST data is the number of 
slots reported (24 for the EM302 and 48 for the EM304) and the resulting plots; Kongsberg has clarified that the 
EM302 used 24 TX36 boards and was cabled to drive two TX array elements from each TX channel, whereas the 
EM304 uses 48 LPTX36 boards and drives one element per channel

2016 (EM302) 2019 (EM302) 2020 (EM304)



Accuracy Testing Overview
1. Accuracy of a multibeam echosounder under 

‘normal’ survey conditions can be assessed by 
examining soundings collected during single-
pass survey lines over a trusted bathymetric 
surface (a reference surface)

2. Reference surfaces typically cover flat or gently 
sloping terrain that have been carefully and 
densely surveyed, providing a large sample 
count and high degree of confidence in the 
depth of each grid cell

3. Accuracy assessments provide a baseline for 
each mode and can help to reveal changes to 
the system (e.g., reduced accuracy due to low 
transmit power from a degraded array) as well 
as changes to the operation environment (e.g., 
impacts of noise on the distribution of 
soundings and achievable swath width)
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Accuracy Testing Overview
4. With consistent analysis methods, accuracy 

performance data can provide a critical window 
into performance over the system’s service life 
and may help to identify early signs of 
component failure

5. During EX2000, EM304 accuracy was assessed 
using reference surfaces and crosslines at 
depths of 1000 m and 3000 m; these two 
depths were to selected to assess accuracy in 
different modes that may be automatically 
selected by the system in similar terrain

6. Additional testing in shallower and deeper 
modes is intended for EX2001; repeat testing at 
these depths (at new sites) may be planned, 
pending the results of ongoing troubleshooting

7. All accuracy results should be considered 
preliminary as Kongsberg and QPS engineers 
investigate FM sector biases
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Accuracy Testing Testing Procedure
1. Swath accuracy was assessed for each mode by 

running a series of crosslines (e.g., red line) on 
opposite headings over a densely surveyed 
reference surface

2. Crosslines were oriented to minimize slope across 
the swath to reduce any slope-dependent biases

3. Crosslines were oriented orthogonal to the 
reference lines to reduce any potential coupling (or 
cancelling) of echosounder biases across the swath

4. An XBT profile was collected at each site and 
applied during data collection and processing

5. All reference lines were run at 6-7 kts and crosslines 
were run at typical survey speed of 8 kts

6. Settings used at each site are outlined in tables in 
the following sections, with changes between 
settings shown in red
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Accuracy Testing Testing Procedure
7. Crosslines were very lightly processed to apply the 

nearest-in-time sound speed profile and remove 
extreme outliers (”flyers”) from the analysis; other 
systemic behavior of the echosounder was not 
edited or impacted

8. Tides were not applied during this assessment, as 
tidal amplitudes are typically <1 m in this region and 
do not dominate the swath accuracy trends

9. The QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Cross Check tool was used 
to compute the mean depth bias and depth bias 
standard deviations as a percentage of water depth 
in 1° angular bins across the swath for each mode
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Accuracy Testing

*EM304 Deeper uses Mixed CW/FM pulse forms (i.e., EM302 Deep 2) 

**EM304 Deep uses CW pulse forms only (i.e., EM302 Deep 1)

***RMH = Relative Mean Heading

Left: 1000 m reference surface and crosslines gridded at 25 m; crosslines are 
shown with a 10 m offset for visualization only

Setting Speed
(kts)

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stabilization

Reference
Survey 6 Deeper Dual Swath 

(Dynamic)
Mixed

CW/FM* RMH***

Setting 1 8 Deeper Dual Swath 
(Dynamic)

Mixed 
CW/FM* RMH***

Setting 2 8 Deep Dual Swath 
(Dynamic) CW** RMH***

1000 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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Accuracy Testing
The EM304 swath accuracy results at the 1000 m site 
illustrate the differences between Deep (all CW sectors, 
Setting 2) and Deeper (CW inner sectors and FM outer 
sectors, Setting 1)
The results generally show acceptably small mean biases in 
the center swath and do not suffer from any significant 
refraction artifacts
Distributions of soundings around the mean show clear 
increases at sector boundaries moving outward from nadir; 
this pattern of higher standard deviation with FM sectors is 
observed with other systems, though ping-to-ping FM 
sector biases are currently under investigation
As observed previously with the EM302, acoustic 
penetration of soft sediments and RX sidelobe tracking of 
the main specular reflection within +/-15° of nadir (‘Erik’s 
Horns’ or ‘railroad tracks’) may be driving increased 
standard deviations in this region

Examples of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth 
shown in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Cross Check tool

Results for each setting and heading are presented in the 
following slides, with comparison to equivalent EX1810 data 

1000 m Accuracy: Results
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Accuracy Testing
The crossline mean bias is typically within 0.10% of the 
reference surface at swath angles up to 65°; despite clear 
sector-specific mean biases, this trend across the swath 
generally indicates no systemic (i.e., installation angle) 
biases across the majority of the swath following the 
EX2000 calibration
The standard deviations about the mean bias are typically 
within +/-0.50% water depth (2-σ) up to +/-50°; the 
outermost sectors exhibit clear increases in sounding 
standard deviations
Although outliers were removed from crossline files, there 
is a rapid ramp up in mean bias beyond 60-65°, apparently 
in different directions on either end of the swath; this may 
be related to as-yet unknown root cause of the observed 
higher rate of outlier soundings on the outermost beams
The higher rate of outliers on the outermost beams was 
seemingly resolved (on a practical level, if not a systemic 
bottom detection process level) by narrowing the swath 
width by 1-2° under typical mapping conditions (see 
discussion elsewhere in this report)

Examples of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth 
shown in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Cross Check tool

Results for each setting and heading are presented in the 
following slides, with comparison to equivalent EX1810 data 

1000 m Accuracy: Results
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Accuracy Testing 1000 m Setting 1: Deeper/Dual/Mixed

Line 0040, hdg 080° Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±70° Yellow: IHO Special Order 48



Accuracy Testing 1000 m Setting 1: Deeper/Dual/Mixed

Line 0043, hdg 260° Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±70° Yellow: IHO Special Order 49



Accuracy Testing 1000 m Setting 2: Deep/Dual/CW

Line 0045, hdg 080° Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±70° Yellow: IHO Special Order 50



Accuracy Testing 1000 m Setting 2: Deep/Dual/CW

Line 0047, hdg 260° Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±70° Yellow: IHO Special Order 51



Accuracy Testing Deeper/Dual/Mixed: EX2000 vs. EX1810

Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD
Horizontal axis: ±70
EM304 Line 0043

EX2000 EM304 (Deeper) and EX1810 EM302 (Deep 2) accuracy crossline data in Dual-Swath, Mixed 
CW/FM modes; the EX1810 plot (foreground) has been scaled to match EX2000 axes and translated 
vertically to approximately align the mean depth trends of each dataset 52



Accuracy Testing

*EM304 Very Deep uses FM pulse forms only (same as EM302 Very Deep)

**Crosslines planned for Setting 2 (Deeper, CW/FM Mixed) were cancelled 
due to elevated sea state 

***RMH = Relative Mean Heading

Left: 3000 m reference surface and crosslines gridded at 75 m; crosslines are 
shown with a 30 m offset for visualization only

Setting Speed
(kts)

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stabilization

Reference
Survey 6 Very 

Deep Single Swath FM* RMH***

Setting 1** 8 Very 
Deep Single Swath FM* RMH***

3000 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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Accuracy Testing
The EM304 swath accuracy results at the 3000 m site were 
complicated by deteriorating sea state, causing the 
cancellation of crosslines for the second setting (Deeper) 
planned at this site
The results generally show acceptably small mean biases in 
the center swath and do not suffer from any significant 
refraction artifacts
A very slight roll bias is evident on the first crossline; this is 
not clear in the second crossline (under worse conditions) 
or other deep roll test data
The crossline mean bias is typically within 0.10% of the 
reference surface at swath angles up to 50°, the maximum 
swath width in this mode
The standard deviations about the mean bias are typically 
within +/-0.50% water depth (2-σ) up to +/-50°; the 
outermost sectors exhibit clear increases in sounding 
standard deviationsExamples of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth 

shown in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Cross Check tool

Results for each heading are presented in the following 
slides, with comparison to equivalent EX1810 data 

3000 m Accuracy: Results
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Accuracy Testing
Although outliers were removed from crossline files, there 
is a rapid ramp up in standard deviation beyond 30° and 
steep increase in mean bias beyond 48° (in the same 
direction on either end of the swath); these trends are likely 
related to elevated sea state and minimal data editing for 
the crosslines to remove only blatant outliers
The second crossline (bottom plot) was oriented more 
directly into the seas and shows a corresponding drastic 
increase in sounding standard deviation on the outer sector 
on each side of the swath; this fits the pattern (and 
direction of investigation) of outermost sectors exhibiting 
higher variability, especially with increased vessel motion, 
even as the center sectors behave similarly under different 
conditions

Examples of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth 
shown in the QPS Qimera (v2.1.1) Cross Check tool

Results for each heading are presented in the following 
slides, with comparison to equivalent EX1810 data 

3000 m Accuracy: Results
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Accuracy Testing 3000 m Setting 1: Very Deep/Single/FM

Line 0001-0002, hdg 225° Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±55° Yellow: IHO Special Order 56



Accuracy Testing 3000 m Setting 1: Very Deep/Single/FM

Line 0004-0005, hdg 045° (into seas) Blue: Mean depth difference from reference surface
Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD Purple: Mean +/- 2*Depth Std. Dev. (95% CI assuming normal distribution)
Horizontal axis: ±55° Yellow: IHO Special Order 57



Accuracy Testing Very Deep/Single/FM: EX2000 vs. EX1810

Vertical axis: ±1.00% WD
Horizontal axis: ±70°
EM304 Line 0001-0002

EX2000 EM304 (Very Deep) and EX1810 EM302 (Very Deep) accuracy crossline data in Single-Swath, 
FM-only modes; the EX1810 plot (foreground) has been scaled to match EX2000 axes and translated 
vertically to approximately align the mean depth trends of each dataset 58



EM304 Backscatter Example 1000 m Reference Surface
Data from the 1000 m accuracy reference site were used the 
make a rudimentary assessment of initial backscatter quality

All reference surface lines were surveyed in Deep CW mode 
with dual-swath enabled (Dynamic)

Files were processed in QPS Qimera to remove outliers, 
exported to GSF, and processed using primarily default 
settings QPS FMGT to generate a 10 m mosaic (left); the only 
non-default options were ‘Adaptive’ AVG correction and the 
‘No nadir if possible 10%’ mosaicking parameter

The EM304 has not been calibrated (i.e., normalized across 
swath sectors) for backscatter; data will be collected during 
EX2001 for this purpose and sent to Kongsberg for processing
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EM304 Backscatter Example 1000 m Reference Surface
The deteriorating sea state caused bubble sweep along the 
hull, attenuating the TX pulse and increasing noise levels 
during RX; this manifests in the mosaic as regions of 
abnormal backscatter values across the swath, and is 
apparent on the eastern survey lines as conditions degraded

Apart from these weather-driven outliers, the mosaic 
generally shows a uniform range of backscatter amplitude 
across the swath for this single configuration (the expected 
result for flat, benign seafloor)

This basic mosaic for a single configuration suggests that 
there are no substantial imbalances inherent in the new, 
uncalibrated hardware

Backscatter calibration/normalization during EX2001 will 
include all modes and provide a much more comprehensive 
assessment of this (increasingly important) data product
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EM304 SAT Action Items Overview of Priorities
This report is referenced in the signed SAT acceptance remarks with the purpose of prioritizing the items most directly 
impacting data quality and work flow.

The following topics were investigated at sea with Kongsberg support and represent the priority concerns for follow-up to 
system acceptance.  Each topic is presented in following slides with more context and detail. 

1. Investigate and resolve observed FM sector depth biases

2. Investigate and resolve observed increase in outlier soundings in outermost beams in FM sectors

3. Continually improve SIS functionality with version updates and patches 
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Note that investigation is ongoing with Kongsberg and QPS support.  These examples are included to illustrate the 
behavior observed during EX2000 following the conventional processing work flow  The depths reported for FM sectors 
tended to vary from other (more central) sectors within each ping, and varied in their shoal/deep nature from ping-to-
ping over flat, benign seafloor. For example, a subset of EM304 Very Deep (FM only) data over flat seafloor is shown 
below in Qimera 3D Editor.
A number of files were collected with different settings to evaluate their impact on the outermost FM sectors:
1. Combinations of yaw stabilization enabled vs. disabled and network attitude velocity enabled vs. disabled
2. Attitude 2 (network attitude velocity) installation angles set to zero vs. set to match Attitude 1 (attitude)
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Examples from EX1907 (the last EM302 survey, example below) and EX2000 (next slide) are shown in Qimera Swath 
Editor to illustrate the difference in swath behavior.  These examples were both collected in Very Deep mode at almost 
the same location in ~3000 m water depth southwest of Key West.  The EX1907 data show a more ‘normal’ / ‘white 
noise’ distribution about the mean for a single ping (yellow dots) with no clear trends between sectors, whereas the 
outermost sectors in EX2000 show clear biases in opposite directions.

EX1907 EM302 Very Deep
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases

EX2000 EM304 Very Deep

64

EM304 example discussed in previous slide



EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 1: Yaw stabilization and network attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction
The impacts of yaw stabilization and the network attitude velocity feed (Attitude 2) for FM Doppler correction were 
tested by changing the yaw stabilization mode and Attitude 2 port number to disable this feed.  Files were collected in 
Very Deep mode in ~3200 m water depth using four combinations of yaw stabilization and attitude velocity status.

With network attitude velocity disabled, it is our (unconfirmed) understanding that the EM304 continued to operated 
with FM transmission but without the benefit of Doppler correction in the RX process.  Throughout this test, the 
Numerical Display showed FM pulse forms and there was no appreciable change in swath coverage, which would be 
expected to decrease if the system reverted to CW pulse forms without realtime attitude velocity data.  The following 
slides present subsets of soundings (with the same vertical exaggeration) under each configuration.
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 1: Yaw stabilization and network attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction

Setting 1:
Attitude velocity ENABLED
Yaw stabilization REL. MEAN HEADING
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 1: Yaw stabilization and network attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction

Setting 2:
Attitude velocity DISABLED
Yaw stabilization REL. MEAN HEADING
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 1: Yaw stabilization and network attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction

Setting 3:
Attitude velocity DISABLED
Yaw stabilization OFF
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 1: Yaw stabilization and network attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction

Setting 4:
Attitude velocity ENABLED
Yaw stabilization OFF
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 2: Attitude 2 (network attitude velocity) installation angles
The Attitude 2 (network attitude velocity) installation angles were not explicitly configurable in SIS v4 and were set to 
zero in SIS v5 for the majority of data collection during EX2000.  The Attitude 2 angles were updated to match Attitude 1 
during opportunistic FM sector troubleshooting in deep water on the final transit to Key West.  It is not clear at present 
whether the EM304 requires or applies installation angles for the realtime attitude velocity feed, and no clear difference 
was observed in data quality between these settings.  Attitude 1 angles were left unchanged throughout EX2000 (i.e., 
zero adjustments during calibration) and Attitude 2 angles were set back to zero at the end of EX2000.
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 2: Attitude 2 (network attitude velocity) installation angles

Setting 1:
Attitude 2 installation angles set to zero
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EM304 SAT Action Items Variable FM Sector Depth Biases
Test 2: Attitude 2 (network attitude velocity) installation angles

Setting 2:
Attitude 2 installation angles set to match Attitude 1
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EM304 SAT Action Items Outlier Detections in FM Sectors
The EM304 seemed to produce significantly more outlier soundings, especially along outer swath edges, compared to EM302 
in FM-enabled modes.  This was partially remedied by reducing the swath angles by a few degrees and excluding these outer 
soundings.  There seems to be a difference in the EM304’s ability to flag outlier soundings and reduce the reported swath 
width automatically compared to the EM302 behavior.  The current approach requires more monitoring during collection to 
manually adjust swath angles to exclude outliers in the outer beams and additional processing effort to handle the increased 
occurrence of these outliers.  Examples of these ‘fringes’ are included on this and following slides.  The example below shows 
interference ‘rings’ in the water column display, though the ‘fringes’ were observed in environments with less interference.
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EM304 SAT Action Items Outlier Detections in FM Sectors
Example of EM304 ‘fringes’ in Deep mode (left) and Very Deep mode (right) discussed in previous slide.
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EM304 SAT Action Items Outlier Detections in FM Sectors
Example of EM304 ‘fringes’ discussed in previous slide, as seen in QPS Qimera 3D Editor.
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EM304 SAT Action Items SIS Functionality
The following behaviors/bugs should be resolved in future SIS updates:

1. General stability; SIS crashed multiple times during EX2000 (e.g., during calibration), frequently when adjusting or 
opening new display windows.

2. Survey template is not saved after updating.

3. Shipname (in this case, ‘EX####_MB’) is not appended to file name.

4. Serial number reported in BIST and .KMALL is last two digits of IP address.

5. It is not possible to manually increment the line number after a SIS crash, prior to starting logging the first new file; this 
results in many files with the same line number, separated only by time in the file name.

6. The Helmsman Display is unstable and caused repeat crashes in SIS; the Helmsman App was more stable.

7. Lines loaded from an .asciiplan file could not be selected in planning mode after a SIS crash on night of March 3-4; line 
selection in SIS and display in the Helmsman App remained an issue throughout EX2000.

8. During pitch calibration, SIS provided lost position and lost clock warnings and stopped showing these values on the 
Numerical Display, while the GGA and ZDA feeds still had green lights on the Installation Parameters; SIS was restarted 
and warnings were cleared.
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EM304 SAT Action Items SIS Functionality
9. When transiting up the continental slope in Auto mode, the EM304 remained in Very Deep mode from 3200 m up to 

about 1800 m, when it was expected to transition to Deeper mode somewhere around 3000 m.  Re-clicking Auto in the 
Runtime Parameters seemed to cause the system to update the depth mode to Deeper, which was the appropriate mode 
at that depth.

10. After a new sound speed profile is loaded, the surface sound speed taken from the new profile at the current transducer 
depth is shown in the Numerical Display for a few seconds and then disappears from the display.  The realtime
transducer sound speed sensor value remains, but it appears that no warning is displayed if the profile and realtime
values start to diverge.

11. The gridding engine appears to stop intermittently; after a gridding engine or SIS crash, the ‘zoom to ship’ function 
seems to stop working.
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Appendix 1: Daily SITREPS

78

The following appendix includes the 
troubleshooting logs for each day of the 
EM304 Sea Acceptance Trials.

DISCLAIMER: These logs show the evolution 
of troubleshooting and they do not 
represent the final resolution for any issues 
identified.



Appendix 1: Daily SITREPS 02MAR2020
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SUMMARY: Mobilization continues to prepare for tomorrow’s departure for the EM 304 SAT.

SURVEY: 18 Boxes of Deep Blue XBT probes (12 in each) were loaded onto the ship. The 
XBT autolauncher was taken out of storage and received a preliminary inspection by the visiting 
AOML Technician.

Global Mapper 21.1 was installed on MBPROC 3. Currently MBPROC 3 is listed as 
GEOAUTH 4 for the left screen and SCI UTILITY RT for the right screen. This will be 
renamed in the KVM before EX2001.

Line plans for the EM304 calibration and accuracy testing have been developed to maximize the 
time at sea for testing. These plans satisfy the Kongsberg SAT protocol and include additional 
data collection to evaluate accuracy across the swath in different modes and any significant 
post-shipyard changes in ship noise levels that could affect multibeam performance.

The survey team reviewed POS MV and EM 304 pre-SAT configurations against the post-
EX1902 shakedown report and noted / made a few changes, outlined below:

• EM304 offsets SIS v5 was installed on the Multibeam KVM workstation; all linear 
and angular offsets (including waterline) were updated to the post-EX1902 EM302 
configuration

• Surface sound speed We are currently investigating an issue receiving the Reson 
surface sound speed probe data in the EM304 and EK systems.

• POS MV offsets No changes were detected in any POS MV offsets; the current 
configuration reflects the post-GAMS, post-EX1902 settings that should still apply 
as no POS MV hardware was removed / reinstalled during the winter maintenance 
period.

• Position and clock datagram output As recently as EX1902, the position (GGA) 
and clock (ZDA) datagrams for the multibeam came from POS MV COM port 4 at 
38400 baud. The EM304 now receives these datagrams from POS MV COM 3 
output, which also now includes attitude (PASHR) datagrams. The reasons for these 
changes are not clear at present, but do not cause any particular issue for these feeds 
to the EM 304.

• Position and clock datagram input There may be a hardware failure for EM304 
PU COM port 1, which is the standard input port for GGA and ZDA messages, as 
used previously for the EM302. It appears that PU COM port 4 is also inactive. 
Kongsberg will provide a new CPU board if reseating/rebooting does not fix the 
issue. Meanwhile, the PU will receive GGA and ZDA messages on PU COM 3 for 
the SAT.

• Other small POS MV changes noted in comparison to the EX1902 report:

• The COM port 5 update rate was reduced from 2 Hz to 1 Hz at some 
point. As of EX1902, this port was expected to be configured in the future 
for feed to the DP system, once Kongsberg confirmed the DP software would 
handle 9600 baud.

• Heave bandwidth was reduced from 14 s to 8 s; this change should not 
significantly impact operations in the Gulf of Mexico



Appendix 1: Daily SITREPS 02MAR2020
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• K-Sync The K-Sync is currently not connecting to the computer. Will be 
investigated tomorrow.

After configuration review, the EM 304 was pinged dockside to test the general functionality, 
new survey setup, data logging, and .kmall import into Qimera. The system reported repeated 
CBMF board errors that correlated with missing port side RX detections. (CBMF boards replace 
the functionality of EM302 BSP boards.) RX data show all 800 expected beam formed, and 
400-600 reporting detections. Some complications may be related to operating in extremely 
shallow water dockside. The CMBF board errors stopped and the port side bottom detections 
returned to normal after reducing the depth range under Runtime Parameters from 30 m to 10 m 
maximum. The .kmall files collected dockside opened normally in Qimera 2.0.3 (installation 
parameters did not parse properly in 1.7.6).

EM304 output has been split into .kmall (bathymetry, seafloor backscatter) and .kmwcd (water 
column backscatter). The default setting is for splitting the line is 30 minutes. At this time SIS 5 
was unable to change this setting to the normal 60 minutes. More investigation will occur 
tomorrow.



Appendix 1: Daily SITREPS 03MAR2020
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SUMMARY: The ship departed Pascagoula at 1000. A GAMS test was completed and the Patch 
Test was started. Troubleshooting continues for the new EM 304 workflow.

SURVEY: Qimera was updated on MBPROC 1 and 2 from version 2.0.2 to 2.1.1. Licenses 
were applied without issue.

The Auto Launcher was installed. Test XBT casts were performed with no issue.

Connection to the KSync was fixed. The ARCGIS Ethernet cable was connected to the wrong 
port. However, the KSync is still unable to trigger the EM 304. The Kongsberg Technicians will 
continue to work on this issue.

SIS was updated from v5.3.1 to a more recent release brought by The Kongsberg 
Engineer. After the upgrade, the Reson surface sound speed input to SIS stopped working (the 
feed was still visible in the EK80 COM6 port monitor). SIS was downgraded back to v5.3.1 and 
the Reson SVP feed was redirected directly to COM3 on the PU. These changes fixed the 
surface sound speed issue in SIS.

The position and clock feeds on COM 1 became inactive. After trying to reset the COM port 
selection in SIS, we powered off the PU and relocated the GGA/ZDA feed from COM1 to 
COM4 (COM3 was taken by the SVP feed). The position and clock ports were set to COM4 in 
SIS and these feeds became active again. As a test, the ethernet cable was moved back from 
COM4 to COM1 on the back of the PU (while not pinging, but still turned on with SIS open), 
the ports were updated in SIS, and the feeds became active again. The solution seems to be 
resetting the baud rate (to None or Off and then back to 9600), which appears to reset that port 
and may be a simpler way of handling this problem in the future.

The telnet session indicated a very high rate of CBMF board errors (timeout, missing 3 
samples), and if the depth range was extended too far the pinging would time out and a restart of 
the PU was required. The Kongsberg Engineer made a change in a configuration file (not in 
SIS) and restarted the PU with this change, which modified the way the receiver sends samples 
to the CBMF boards. The receiver was previously configured to send ‘bursts’ of RX samples 
with each ping; it is now configured to send ‘continuous’ RX samples. This is a setting used on 
other systems with dual use of RX arrays (e.g., EM122 with SBP120 subbottom profiler sharing 
a RX array). The configuration change seems to have eliminated the CBMF board timeout issue 
and does not present any other complications for the data.

To note, it seems like SIS 5 will only allow the coverage angles to open up to 70/70 not out to 
75/75.

After 12 hours of surveying the difference between the PU and the ZDA clock drifted to 275 
milliseconds (usually around 1). GFOE installed a PU Clock monitor and SIS was restarted. 
The difference was brought down to 1 and we will monitor to see if it drifts during following 
surveys.

A series of three GAMS calibrations were performed during transit toward the patch test 
site. Each calibration converged quickly (e.g., 3-5 minutes for heading threshold to fall below 
0.5 deg and 1-2 minutes for the final GAMS calibration wizard to complete). The first test 
yielded antenna baseline components very similar to the initial baseline configured from survey 
results. The second and third tests were completed while the vessel moved at slightly higher 
speeds, and there are corresponding differences in the X (alongship) component. In all cases, 
the Y component is within a few mm and the Z component is within a few cm. The GAMS 
calibrations confirm no major discrepancies resulting from unknown/undetected modification of 
antennas during the winter maintenance period, and the original baseline vector / GAMS 
parameters were reapplied immediately following the GAMS calibration.
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The initial Attitude 1 angles in SIS were configured from a screenshot in the EX1902 report 
appendix. After closer inspection, the screenshot in that appendix shows pre-calibration settings 
and needs to be updated. The calibration section in the body of that report includes the correct 
results for the EX1902 calibration, and the EX2000 pre-cal configuration has been updated to 
these angles. Since no hardware has been moved or reinstalled since the last calibration, this 
pre-cal setup using the ‘last known’ calibration results should yield smaller adjustments during 
the present calibration compared with restarting from zero for Attitude 1.

Prior to the Patch Test there was extreme interference for about 3 hours. The watchstander
assumed it was due to the nearby vessels and oil rigs as the EK and Knudsen were not pinging 
and they expected the ADCPs to not be pinging. However, when the EC came on watch they 
checked and the ADCPs were both pinging. It looks like they were remote started by UHDAS 
on March 1st and this was not conveyed to anyone onboard. This is something to check for in 
the future.

Lost POS feed from COM 1 during pitch line 1. Restarted SIS and feeds were reactivated. Next 
time we will try simply changing the baud rate and then changing it back to 9600. Pitch line 
was broken up into files 0007 and 0008 due to SIS restart and then concatenated with Cygwin to 
create one file (0007-0008_20200304*.kmall). The break between files is over the flat top of 
the Pascagoula Dome; the critical slopes on either side were fully surveyed, so the ship was able 
to continue on the line without delay.

Currently we are still working on getting the TSG sensor into SIS as a back up surface sound 
speed probe.
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SUMMARY: The patch test and deep roll verification tests were completed and the 1000 meter 
reference surface commenced. The weather is fair but is forecasted to degrade over the next 
couple of days.

SURVEY: The Kongsberg Engineer was able to successfully trigger the EM 304 with the K-
Sync. The communication protocol for the EM 304 is different from the EM 302, and needed 
changing. The details will be documented in an SOP.

After restarting the PU and SIS, the PU - ZDA difference has remained less than 3 milliseconds, 
and requires no further troubleshooting at this time.

While transiting in deeper waters (~2300 m), the EC noticed that we were getting less coverage 
than expected in Deeper Mode (EM 302’s Deep’ mode) and that FM was not being utilized 
when this mode should employ a mixed CW/FM pulse. The Kongsberg Engineer realized this 
was due to an incorrectly set setting in the installation parameters that was previously not 
necessary for the EM 302. The details will be documented in an SOP. After changing the setting 
the swath width achieved the expected coverage, even with the software limitation of 70/70 
degrees rather than 75/75 degrees.

There has been consistent crashing when opening a second “installation” window, while 
surveying with the Helmsman application open. The Kongsberg Engineers will continue to 
investigate tomorrow. A crash occurred during one of the Deep Roll verification lines, but this 
should not impact the test results. A current quirk of SIS 5 is that after a crash the line count 
does not increase, therefore there are multiple lines with the same number (different timestamp).

The calibration / patch test proceeded smoothly under calm seas. XBTs were collected prior to 
the pitch and calibration lines. Because no sensors were modified or moved since EX1902 and 
the GAMS parameters were left unchanged after GAMS calibration, all SIS Attitude 1 settings 
were set to the post-EX1902 calibration results as a starting point for the EX2000 
calibration. Calibration data processing indicated no changes necessary for the pitch, roll, or 
heading installation angles for Attitude 1. These results indicate no appreciable changes to the 
mapping system hardware during the winter maintenance period and improve confidence in 
correct integration of the EM 304 hardware.

Note that the initial roll calibration data suggested no change necessary (< +/-0.005 deg 
adjustment, not configurable in SIS); the deep roll verification lines suggested a possible 
adjustment of +0.01 to +0.02 deg; and the 1000 m accuracy crosslines, used as a final roll 
check, suggested a possible adjustment on the order of -0.01 deg. These small differences 
(centered around zero) may be due to sound speed environment (even with XBTs) coupled with 
uncertainty in the RX and TX array installation angles last surveyed after RX array replacement 
in 2018. Taken together, there is no compelling data for adjustment of any of the SIS Attitude 1 
installation angles at this time.

A Deep Roll verification was performed in 2300 meters of water. This line was also planned to 
survey the known location of the USS Peterson shipwreck. Initial investigation revealed no 
indication of the 172 meter wreck in the 2300 meters of water. While performing the Deep Roll 
Verification, data to provide information on the difference in storage for High Resolution, Low 
Resolution, and no Water Column phase information was collected. These tests were also 
repeated during the 1000 meter reference survey crosslines.

The EC noticed that the bathymetry and water column data were not recording to separate files 
(due to forgetting to set this when setting the survey after downgrading the SIS software). The 
data is split into KMALLs and KMWCDs starting with line 0038.
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Multiple issues were incurred when trying to process the data with QPS. Firstly, the data in 
qimera was showing all the fringe noise - typically this noise is automatically processed out by 
utilizing Quality Indicators from the bathymetry files. The Kongsberg Engineers checked that 
the files were correctly recording the quality flags, and suspect the issue to be with Qimera’s
parsing of the KMALL file - more investigation will continue. Secondly, there are multiple 
broken steps in the processing chain:

1.SDs produced in Qimera 2.1.1 will not open in Fledermaus 7.8.7
2.GSFs produced in Qimera 2.1.1 will not open in FMGT 7.8.9

This is most likely due to incompatible old versions of Fledermaus and FMGT. Newer versions 
will be downloaded and tested tomorrow.

The GFOE and Mapping team discussed renaming the XBT and ASVP files to include the 
timestamp to support automatic identification when restricting data for UCH. This has been 
discussed with NCEI and will be changed moving forward.
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SUMMARY: The 1000 meter reference survey was completed as well as the Speed Noise test. 
All required components of the Sea Acceptance Trials have been fulfilled. Weather deteriorated 
following the 1000 meter reference survey and the bubble washdown caused the data to greatly 
degrade. The weather remained poor for the 3000 meter reference survey that occurred 
overnight.

SURVEY: EM 304 RX noise testing was carried out opportunistically during the 1000 m 
accuracy test to ensure completion of this SAT requirement before sea state increased. SIS 5 
supports ‘continuous’ BIST monitoring (when not pinging), which was used to record batches of 
~30-50 RX Noise Level BISTs over a wide range of speeds from 0-150 RPM. Speeds over 
ground at 0 and 150 RPM were ~1 kt and ~10.5 kt, respectively; these speeds are used as a 
proxy for speed through water. A single continuous BIST was also recorded as the vessel 
accelerated slowly from ~2 kt to full speed. These results confirm a general improvement 
(reduction) in noise levels perceived by the EM 304, likely due to improved receiver electronics. 
Observed noise levels were generally lower across all speeds compared to historical EM 302 
noise trends (RX noise vs. speed has been tracked since EX1705) and indicate no vessel noise 
complications arising from the winter maintenance period. Testing can be repeated throughout 
the season to monitor for the effects of biofouling on flow noise and machine changes on vessel-
borne noise.

Data collection was completed for the 1000 m EM304 accuracy test. Two accuracy crossline 
settings were selected based on the depth region and expected transition between Deep (CW 
only) and Deeper (CW/FM, formerly known as Deep’ or Deep 2 with the EM302). Two 
crosslines on opposite headings were collected at typical survey speed (8 kts) for each setting. 
(These crosslines were also evaluated for additional roll calibration / verification.) The reference 
survey consisted of 10 lines spaced at 1 WD; this area was surveyed at 6 kts to achieve high 
sounding density, using Deep CW to evaluate backscatter in this mode. XBT profiles were 
collected at intervals of 3-4 hours throughout the 1000 m accuracy test. Analysis of the 
crosslines is ongoing.

Weather deteriorated following the 1000 meter reference survey. There was much bubble 
interference on the transit to and during the 3000 meter reference survey, causing the data to 
also degrade.

The ZDA and PU drifted again overnight. Further investigation will occur tomorrow.

The EK80 software had no connection to the transducers, due to an incorrect cable in one of the 
ports. This was fixed and all the EKs were recognized by the software. The new 2021 licenses 
were applied to the WBTs.

The Kongsberg Engineer updated K-Sync to a newer version which should be more compatible 
with Windows 10. All sonars were able to be externally synchronized and triggered as expected.

Further optimization of the new Hydrographic Workstation occured. An ‘Energy Efficient’ 
setting was disabled for one of the network components and the network card “Receive Buffers” 
were set at 2048, as recommended by Kongsberg.

Fledermaus, FMMidwater, and FMGT were all updated to the latest versions released pre 
Fledermaus 8. All errors reported in yesterday’s SITREP were fixed with these updates.
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SUMMARY: The 3000 meter reference survey ended early (as expected) to begin the transit to 
Key West. Weather conditions are poor. The Mapping Team and Kongsberg Engineers 
investigated higher levels of noise/erroneous soundings in the EM 304 data collected in deeper 
waters, in comparison with the performance of the EM 302.

SURVEY: A reference survey in 3000 meters depth was collected in Very Deep (FM) mode to 
assess swath accuracy. Data collection was compromised by an elevated, confused, and 
increasing sea state. Crosslines planned for Deeper (CW/FM) mode were eliminated, as this is 
the ‘shallower’ of the two modes appropriate for this depth. Analysis is ongoing. Preliminary 
accuracy results from the 1000 m reference site show acceptable performance for Deep (CW) 
and Deeper (CW/FM) modes.

There is much more increased noise, especially outer fringe noise when the EM 304 is operating 
in deeper waters and utilizing FM. This was previously thought to be due to Qimera not 
correctly reading the quality flags, however further investigation showed that the issue lies with 
acquisition, not processing. When operating in deeper waters there is increased noise, sector 
biases, and incorrect bottom detections in the outer swaths. 

A series of tests were conducted with Kongsberg support to assess a pattern of intermittent and 
variable depth biases observed in the FM outer sectors (CW sectors generally look excellent 
under normal mapping conditions). Data were collected during transit over flat seafloor at 3200 
m depth under the four permutations of attitude velocity data feeds enabled/disabled and yaw 
stabilization enabled/disabled. These changes did not appear to make any appreciable difference 
in the FM sector behavior. Additional lines were collected with Attitude 2 (attitude velocity) 
installation angles changed from zero (initial configuration) to match Attitude 1 (attitude). It is 
not clear at present whether the FM sector Doppler correction process utilizes these installation 
angles (SIS 4 did not require them explicitly, or they were assumed internally to equal Attitude 1 
angles). Data collected before and after this change do not indicate any appreciable 
improvement; regardless, the Attitude 1 and 2 installation angles are now set identically.

During testing the impacts of realtime attitude velocity on FM sector biases (Figure 3), it was 
observed in Qimera that the number of erroneous bottom detections was reduced when the 
realtime attitude velocity feed was disabled. (These bottom detection issues are discussed 
elsewhere as ‘fringes’ and occur especially along the outer swath in deep water with FM 
enabled; these are distinct from the FM sector biases discussed above.) The EM 304 reported 
using FM transmit pulse forms even without the realtime attitude velocity feed, and it is 
believed the EM304 transmitted FM pulses and completed the RX and bottom detection 
processes as normal, but without the benefit of Doppler correction during this test. The ‘fringes’ 
and number of erroneous bottom detections subsequently increased when the realtime attitude 
velocity (Attitude 2) feed was re-enabled.

The excess noise and sector biases have been flagged for Kongsberg who will be continuing 
investigation on shore, as this is a concern for the upcoming field season. The Mapping Team 
will also contact Ifremer (who has had an EM 304 since September 2018), and John Hughes 
Clark for diagnostic help.

SIS 5 and Sound Speed Manager are still unable to successfully connect. The GFOE Data Team 
confirmed that data is leaving the Hydrographic Workstation and arriving at the CTD 1 
computer and Sound Speed Manager. It is likely that the MRZ data packet is either not being 
written or parsed correctly by either of the software programs. Ifremer’s EM 304 report also 
mentioned issues with the MRZ packet in their report.

Investigation continued into the drift between the PU and the ZDA message, even after testing 
out using the rising edge rather than the falling edge. The PU-POS does not show signs of 
drifting and consistently has roughly a 130 millisecond delay. This indicates that the drift is 
likely not with the PU’s internal clock, but rather the arrival of the ZDA message. It is also 
unclear at this time if this difference/drifting characteristic is abnormal or negatively affecting 
the data. This is not expected to be causing the ‘fringe’ noise as discussed above.
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Following the 3000 meter reference survey, pinging commenced with the EKs and the Knudsen. 
Data will be recorded during the transit to Key West. All sonars are being synchronized with the 
K-Sync as expected.
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SUMMARY: The weather remained poor for the transit to Key West. Further troubleshooting 
of the EM 304 occured.

SURVEY: During the overnight transit a few issues with SIS were reported by the Watch Lead.
•When in ‘Auto’ mode, the ping mode did not change from ‘Very Deep’ to ‘Deeper’ 
automatically. Once the Watch Lead toggled Auto OFF and ON, SIS was able to find the correct 
ping mode for the depth.
•When the Sound Velocity Profile is loaded into SIS, the surface sound speed appears on the 
readout for only a few seconds before disappearing.
•The gridding engine, the“Zoom to Ship” function, and displaying the Water Column data in 
real-time concurrently failed. Restarting HDDS brought the grid back for a few minutes. These 
issues are thought to be due to the transit, with ‘larger’ spatial bounds and therefore larger 
allocated memory. At this time, a new survey must be started to fix these issues.
•After the new SIS upgrade Ship Name is not being amended to the .kmall files

The TSG was connected to COM 4 on the EM 304’s processing unit. Now both the Reson SVP 
(COM 3) and TSG (COM 4) can be used as surface sound speed input, with the TSG reserved 
for back-up.

The Kongsberg Engineers and Chief ET continued to work on troubleshooting the EM 304. 
They noticed that though no errors were shown when ‘Continuous Sampling’ was utilized, there 
were still numerous CBMF board failures resulting in dropped packets. They found out that 2 of 
the cables between the PU and the EM 304 were faulty. The cables were reterminated and the 
CBMF timeout issues resolved. Due to weather and operational depth, it could not be 
determined if the outer sector issues were resolved with this change. Data was collected 
overnight that will allow comparison of EX1902 EM302 data and EX2000 EM304 data in 1000 
meters water depth. Testing will continue during EX2001.
The Kongsberg Engineer discovered a fraction error with the calculation of the PU-ZDA 
timestamps and the previously reported ~200 millisecond delay and drift is actually a 20 
millisecond difference, which is more within normal bounds. Monitoring will continue on 
subsequent cruises, but it is not expected to be an issue at this time.

Currently, the K-Sync is unable to receive the DPT (depth) datagram from the EM 304, which 
was previously used for calculating the ideal ping rate for the Knudsen, as it does not send a 
ready to transmit signal to the K-Sync (This can be done manually, having the depth datagram 
just makes it easier). The mapping team will work with GFOE to identify current device 
intercommunication requirements, and the GFOE network / sysadmin teams will evaluate these 
requirements and implement the appropriate infrastructure.

Overnight there were two AXBT casts that stopped displaying data collection after 200 and 400 
meters. The visiting AOML Technician suggests restarting the software if this happens again.

Throughout this cruise the SST and visiting AOML Technician have diligently worked on 
improving and calibrating the XBT Autolauncher, below is a record of that work.
•Dismantled and cleaned launcher exterior, replacing all the hardware and fasteners.
•Disassembled launchers sealed electronic assembly box; ran diagnostics on internal 
components; conducted thorough visual inspection for defects and depreciation.
•Motors for tubes 4 & 6 were determined to be in need of replacement. Replacements made with 
spare components brought aboard.
•Cleaned launcher stopper-pins of rust and residue for smooth extending and retracting.
•Performed complete test of tube connectors and resistance readings on tube-cap pins with test 
probe.
•Resealed launcher electronic assemble box and coated fasteners with Room Temperature 
Vulcanizing Silicone for long term heavy weather endurance. Also replaced desiccant bags for 
extra moisture protection inside the electronics box.
•Created inventory of launcher external parts to be shipped to the EX in KW for replacement or 
spares (i.e. latches, small fasteners, latch lever cover, U-bolts, hooks).
•Performed successful cast with systems individual probe hand launcher.
•Conducted post-repair tube loading and probe test to validate repairs and future functionality.
•Practiced method for rescuing and reutilizing probes that have already had pins pulled
•Reset the protective cover for future weather endurance.
•Transcribed "wish list" of updates for ease of use in future versions of software.
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SUMMARY: The ship arrived in Key West, Florida at ~ 0900. The mission team finished 
packaging up the data.

SURVEY: After further inspection, the Kongsberg engineer changed the Attitude 2 angles back 
to zero, rather than matching Attitude 1. He suspects that having them equal Attitude 1 will 
double the application of the angular offsets.

Screenshots of all acquisition program parameters were collected and archived.
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POS MV COM3 out:
Position (GGA) and 

Clock (ZDA) to EM304
(currently COM1 in)



NOT USED
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POS MV COM2 out:
Attitude to EM304

(currently COM2 in)
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POS MV Real-time Ethernet out:
Attitude Velocity (Group 102) to EM304



RESON SV PROBE INPUT
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Reson sound speed probe:
Primary surface sound speed to EM304

(currently COM3 in)



TSG INPUT
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TSG calculated sound speed:
Secondary surface sound speed to EM304

(currently COM4 in)
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(SWATH ANGLES REDUCED
UNDER ELEVATED SEA STATE)
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PRELIMINARY CONFIGURATION FOR TESTING
NOT FULLY FUNCTIONAL AT PRESENT
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POS MV COM2 out:
Attitude to EM304

(currently COM2 in)
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POS MV COM3 out:
Position (GGA) and 

Clock (ZDA) to EM304
(currently COM1 in)
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POS MV COM3 out:
Position (GGA) and 

Clock (ZDA) to EM304
(currently COM1 in)
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POS MV COM3 out:
Position (GGA) and 

Clock (ZDA) to EM304
(currently COM1 in)
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POS MV Real-time Ethernet out:
Attitude Velocity (Group 102) to EM304
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POS MV Real-time Ethernet out:
Attitude Velocity (Group 102) to EM304
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POS MV Real-time Ethernet out:
Attitude Velocity (Group 102) to EM304
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